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ANSTEAD J.
We have for review Washington v. Burk,

704 So, 2d  540 (Fla. 5th DCA 1997) based
upon direct and express conflict with Drost v.
Drost, 5 19 So. 2d  698 (Fla. 4th DCA 1988).
We have jurisdiction. Art. V, 5  3(b)(3),  Fla.
Const. For the reasons expressed below, we
approve the result in Washington but hold that
from this date forward the criminal speedy trial
rule shall not apply to criminal contempt
proceedings initiated by a court on its own
motion.

MATERIAL FACTS’
On November 28, 1995, petitioner

Shalonda Washington (Washington) was
arrested for an alleged violation of section
741.3 1(4)(b),  Florida Statutes (1995)  a first-
degree misdemeanor,2 for violating a court-

‘The  following facts arc taken  li-om the distr ict
court’s  opinion.  Washington,  704 So.  2d at  54 1-42.

‘Section 74 I.3 1(4)(b) provides:

(4) A person who willful ly violates
an injunction for protection against

ordered injunction which barred her from
visiting AmY Litchfield’s workplace.
Thereafter, the State obtained continuances at
two docket soundings and subsequently failed
to even file an information charging
Washington. Washington’s counsel filed a
motion for discharge under the speedy trial
rule in the county court on February 27, 1996,
but the motion was rendered moot and the
county court prosecution ended after the State
filed a nolle  prosequi in the case.

However, that was not to be the end of
the matter. On March 11, 1996, the State
reinitiated the criminal proceedings against
Washington by a separate motion in the family
division of the circuit court asking the court to
direct Washington to show cause why she
should not be held in criminal contempt of
court. The motion was predicated on the same
alleged violation of the injunction enjoining her
from contact with Litchfreld  that had been the
subject of the State’s previous arrest of
Washington. The circuit court granted the
State’s request and issued an order to show
cause, thereby initiating criminal contempt
proceedings against Washington based upon
the same conduct for which she had previously
been arrested, The court subsequently denied
Washington’s motion for discharge, which

domest ic  violuncc,  issued pursuant  to
s.  741.30, by:

(b)  Going  t o  t h e  pclitioner’s
rcsidcnce, school , place Of
employment,  or a specified place
frequented  regularly  by the petitioner
and any named family or household
mcmbcr



claimed that the speedy trial time period for
the criminal contempt had commenced when
she was arrested on November 28, 1995, and
expired ninety days thereafter. The trial
judge’s denial of Washington’s motion for
discharge was based on the decision in
Maunev v. St&  507 So. 2d 746 (Fla. 5th
DCA 1987) whi;h  had held that the speedy
trial rule” did not apply to indirect criminal
contempt proceedings.

Subsequently, the district court, in a two-
to-one decision, granted prohibition to
Washington and barred her prosecution for
criminal contempt. The court expressed
concern that since criminal contempt
prosecutions for protective injunction
violations were commonly initiated by the
State, not the court, a defendant’s speedy trial
rights would be subject to abuse if the State
were permitted to renew the same charges
against a defendant after failing to comply with
the speedy trial rule in an initial prosecution.
Afier recognizing the applicability of the rules
of criminal procedure to contempt actions per
Florida Rule of Criminal Procedure 3 .O 10, the
majority concluded that criminal contempt is
subject to the limitations of the speedy trial
rule. The court expressly receded from its
earlier decision in Mauney in holding that the
speedy trial rule applies to all indirect criminal
contempts, “whether initiated by arrest or
service of an order to show cause.” 704 So.
2d at 543.

LAW AND ANALYSIS
At the outset, we recognize that all

criminal defendants are guaranteed a speedy

“Fla. R. Grim.  Pro. 3.191

trial by both the United States4 and Florida’
Constitutions. The existence of that
constitutional right and its application is not an
issue before us. Instead, this case confronts us
with the question of whether our court-
authored speedy trial rule applies to indirect
criminal contempt proceedings. Put another
way, we must determine whether this Court, in
adopting the speedy trial rule as a rule of
Court see In re Florida Rules of Criminal
Procedure,  245 So. 2d 33 (Fla. 1971)
contemplated that this rule be applied to
indirect criminal contempt proceedings
initiated and conducted by courts.

MAUNEY
In Mauney,” the defendant was the

investigating officer in a vehicular
manslaughter case who was served with a
subpoena to appear for trial and was
eventually found guilty of indirect criminal
contempt of court for failure to appear. 507
So. 2d at 747. On appeal, he argued that his
conviction was barred by the speedy trial rule.
The Fifth District concluded that the speedy
trial rule was inapplicable:

4”In  al l  criminal  prosecutions,  lhc accused shall
enjoy  the right to a speedy  and public lrial, by an
impart ial  jury of  the State  and districl  wherein the crime
shall have btm  ummitlcd  ,”  Amend. VI, 1J.S.  Consl.

‘“In  all criminal proscculions  the accused
shall have the right to have a speedy and public trial
by impartial jury in the counly  where the  crime was
committed.” Art. I, 5 16(a),  Ha.  Consl.

“The  conflict cast,  Drost  v. Drost, 5 19 So. 2d
G98,699-700  (Fla. 4th WA  1988), is unremarkahlc in
its holding that lhc  “speedy  trial rule dots  not apply lo
direct or indirect  contempt proceedings,”  which lhc
I:ourlh  Dist r ic t  ofkrcd for future guidance  and was not al
issue between lhc l i t igants .  However,  the L)rost  hold ing
is noteworthy in that it was rendered  in accord with
Mauncy v.  State,  the very  opinion from which the Fif th
District receded  in this cast.



Rule 3.840 sets out the procedure
which a court must follow in
prosecuting indirect criminal
contempt matters. There is no
cross-reference to the Speedy Trial
Rule. Such cases commence with
an order to show cause issued by the
judge, A defendant is notified of a
specified time and place for a hearing
“with a reasonable time allowed for
preparation of the defense after
service of the order on the
defendant.” The judge may issue an
order of arrest if it seems the
defendant will not appear for the
show cause hearing (Rule
3,840(a)(2)). But an arrest is not
necessary, and as contemplated by
the rule, would only occur in an
unusual case.

The language of Speedy
Trial Rule 3.191(a)(  1) simply
does not mesh with rule
3.840. Initially it states it
applies to “every person
charged with a crime by
indictment or information,”
These are charging
documents filed by the
prosecution; not a judge.
Secondly, the time periods
established by the rule start
running when a person “is
arrested” or served with a
notice to appear “in lieu of
physical arrest.” As noted
above, show cause orders in
indirect criminal contempt
matters are not generally
coupled with an arrest, nor
are they “in lieu” of a
physical arrest.

We do not think that Florida’s

Speedy Trial Rule 3.191(a)(l)  was
intended to apply to proceedings
under rule 3.840 or rule 3.830.

Id. at 748. As mentioned above, the district
court majority opinion here receded from
Mauney and concluded that indirect criminal
contempt is a criminal proceeding, subject to
the speedy trial rule, notwithstanding the type
of charging document used or who initiates the
proceedings. WashinPton,  704 So. 2d at 543.

WASHINGTON
In addressing this case we perceive two

(2) distinct issues: one, the application of the
speedy trial rule to this particular case; and
two, the broader question of the applicability
of the rule to traditional court-initiated
criminal contempt proceedings. The majority
in the district court in Washington focused on
the prevailing manner of enforcement and
prosecution of domestic violence injunction
violations. First, the majority noted
Washington’s contention that “[a]s in all
prosecutions for indirect criminal contempt for
violation of a protective injunction in Brevard
County, the order to show cause in the
petitioner’s case was initiated, written, and
submitted by the State of Florida--not by the
court, ” 704 So. 2d at 542. Second, the
majority noted Washington’s argument that
pursuant to section 74 1.209 1( 1),7  Florida
Statutes (1995) each state attorney is required
to assign prosecutors to specialize in domestic
violence prosecutions. Id. Consequently, the
court presumably accepted Washington’s
assertion that “‘domestic violence’ prosecutors
now prosecute indirect criminal contempt in
the circuit court.” U The implementation of
this statutory prosecutorial scheme for criminal
domestic violence prosecutions by the State
appears to have been a substantial factor in

“The  wrrect  citation is section  74 1.290 1 (I )
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convincing the majority to recede from
Mauney and to hold that the pending criminal
contempt prosecution of Washington was
subject to the speedy trial rule, “whether
initiated by arrest or service of an order to
show cause.” u at 543.

In dissent, Judge Sharp disagreed with the
majority’s decision to recede from Mauw.
Washington, 704 So. 2d at 543-45. The
dissent voiced four primary objections. First,
she found no conflict with Mauney, since that
case, unlike &Y&hit-&on,  involved a criminal
contempt proceeding initiated by the court and
did not involve a prior arrest for a crime. u
at 543. Second, Judge Sharp noted that as a
practical matter, the courts handling family law
cases will almost certainly have no systematic
way of knowing whether the State has arrested
or intends to prosecute someone for violation
of the court’s injunction. Irl. at 544, Third,
Judge Sharp noted that the procedural
protections embodied in the speedy trial rule
are usually not implicated in contempt
proceedings since, in most cases, the defendant
is not arrested and his or her freedom is not
impacted as in a purely criminal case. u
Finally, Judge Sharp believed application of
the speedy trial rule to court-initiated
contempt proceedings will prove practically
“unworkable, and . will strip the civil courts
once more of their inherent powers to enforce
their orders in family law cases involving
domestic violence.” Id.

We conclude, as the majority did here,
that under the particular circumstances of this
case, and the present language of the rule, that
Washington is entitled to discharge. However,
we also agree with the dissent of Judge Sharp
in her policy analysis, that the policy concerns
underlying our enactment of the speedy trial
rule are either not present in, or are less
compelling in their application to traditional
judicial contempt proceedings. implicit  in

Judge Sharp’s dissent and Mauney is the
recognition that the concerns and policies
underlying the enactment of the criminal
speedy trial rule do not ordinarily apply to
judicial contempt proceedings.

CRIMINAL CONTEMPT
The preamble to our Rules of Criminal

Procedure, rule 3 .O 10, unambiguously
provides: “These rules shall govern the
procedure in all criminal proceedings in state
courts including proceedings involving direct
and indirect criminal contempt . ” Similarly,
the provisions in the Federal and Florida
Constitutions guaranteeing the right of speedy
trial respectively provide:

In all criminal prosecutions, the
accused shall enjoy the right to a
speedy and public trial, by an
impartial jury of the State and
district wherein the crime shall have
been committed .”

Amend. VI, U.S. Const.

In all criminal prosecutions the
accused shall have the right .
to have a speedy and public trial by
impartial jury in the county where
the crime was committed.

Art. I, 9  16(a),  Fla. Const. These
constitutional and statutory provisions
unambiguously apply to &l criminal
proceedings. When we consider the lack of
ambiguity in these provisions together with the
factual circumstances of this case, where the
State, in effect, initiated both successive
prosecutions, we believe the result reached by
the majority below to be correct. In the
absence of compelling evidence to the
contrary, we are bound by the words we
actually used in adopting the Rules of Criminal
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Procedure, and the words we used indicate
that these rules, including the speedy trial rule,
apply to criminal contempt proceedings. We
are unable to determine whether we actually
considered the issue of the application of the
speedy trial rule to judicial contempt
proceedings when we adopted the rule. That
being the case, we must stand by the rules as
written.

Florida courts have also consistently
taken the position that fundamental rights,
such as the right to a speedy trial, may not be
avoided by the State choosing to proceed with
a method of prosecution designed to
circumvent those rights, ti Citv of FOG
Lauderdale v.  Mattlin, 566 So. 2d 1330, 1332
(Fla. 4th DCA (1990) (holding that a
“municipality may not deny an accused rights
under the speedy trial rule, where the accused
is formally charged with an act that is a crime
under state law and is punishable by
incarceration, simply by arbitrarily electing to
charge him by ordinance”); Robinson v.
Lasher, 368 So. 2d 83 (Fla. 4th DCA 1979)
(holding that where same circumstances gave
rise to reckless driving and manslaughter
charges, State could not enlarge speedy trial
window by untimely filing of manslaughter
charge or by nolle prosequi of reckless driving
charge); State v. Thaddies, 364 So. 2d 819
(Fla. 4th DCA 1978) (holding where
unprosecuted municipal ordinance violation
and aggravated battery charge were based on
same criminal episode, discharge for late-filed
battery charge was appropriate under speedy
trial rule); see also In re Abolition of MuniciPal
Courts Transition Rule 22, 339 So. 2d 1119
(Fla. 1976) (establishing speedy trial rule
moratorium for municipal ordinance violations
transferred to county court); SinPletary  v,
S&&,  322 So. 2d 551 (Fla. 1975)  (holding that
accused has been “taken into custody” within
meaning of speedy trial rule when served with

summons to answer for alleged crime); G.E
Mitchell v. State, IS7  Fla. 121, 25 So. 2d 73
( 1946)  (finding equal protection violation
where State chose prosecution by method
which deprived defendant of two-year statute
of limitations for second-degree murder while
others guilty of same offense have benefit of
limitations period because of different
prosecutorial method).

In this respect we agree with the concerns
of the Fifth District majority that the State
should not be permitted to make an end run
around the speedy trial rule by seeking an
alternative method of prosecution. Trial
courts, in particular, should be wary of
permitting their contempt powers to be abused
where the State has already had a fair
opportunity to prosecute but has failed to
comply with the speedy trial rule. Such abuses
raise concerns not only related to speedy trial
and double jeopardy, but also of fbndamental
fairness. In this case, Washington was actually
arrested, and the State had a full and fair
opportunity to timely prosecute her for her
alleged misconduct in violating the domestic
injunction. A court’s inherent contempt
powers were not intended to be invoked to
remedy the State’s mistakes.

POLICY
On the other hand, we are free to

reevaluate our policy and determine anew
whether the speedy trial rule should henceforth
be applied to traditional court-initiated
criminal contempt proceedings. In this regard
we find ourselves in substantial agreement
with Judge Sharp’s reasoning in her dissent:

To hold otherwise strips away the
circuit court’s powers to enforce and
punish for violation of its injunctions
and orders. The civil courts which
issue injunctions and protective
orders have no way of knowing

-5-



whether an arrest had been
made involving one of their
orders, no way of requiring
compliance with the time
frames of the speedy trial rule,
and no way of applying the
‘window’ period embodied in
the speedy trial rule to save
cases from dismissal in the
appropriate circumstances.
Further, the courts may also
have difficulty in applying the
speedy trial rule to their own
proceedings, since it is not
clear when the speedy trial
rule starts to run, nor is it
clear how the ‘window’ period
would aPP’Y  t o those
proceedings. In sum,
subjecting the civil courts to
the speedy trial rule triggered
ei ther  by the state’s
prosecution or by their own
show cause orders, will have
the practical effect  of
curtailing their ability to
exercise their inherent
criminal contempt powers, for
no compelling reason.

WashinEton,  704 So. 2d at 544-45 (Sharp, J.,
dissenting). While we agree with the decision
of the majority in this case, we find Judge
Sharp’s policy analysis compelling in terms of
establishing our future policy.

We have held that the purpose of the
speedy trial rule is to “give the court control of
its docket so that guilt or innocence may be
determined in a manner consistent with the
proper investigation and preparation of the
case by the prosecution and, at the same time,
guaranteeing to the defendant his
constitutional right to a speedy trial.” Landry

v. State, 666 So. 2d 121, 125  (Fla. 1995)
(quoting State ex rel. Hanks v.  Goodman, 253
So. 2d 129, 130 (Fla.  1971)). There is little
doubt that the word “prosecution,” as used by
this Court in Landry, did not contemplate a
court exercising its inherent authority to
enforce its orders. & 666 So. 2d at 125
(explaining that speedy trial rule gives court
“control of its docket so that guilt or
innocence may be determined in a manner
consistent with the proper investigation , , . of
the case by the prosecution”). Rule 3.191(9)
mandates that “[a] demand for speedy trial
binds the accused and the state.”

In fact, Florida Rule of Criminal
Procedure 3.19 1 (a), the speedy trial rule,
unambiguously provides that “every person
charged with a crime by indictment or
information shall be brought to trial within 90
days if the crime charged is a misdemeanor or
within 175 days if the crime charged is a
felony.” Rule 3,14O(c)(2)  just as clearly
directs that:

All indictments or informations on
which the defendant is to be tried
shall expressly state that  the
prosecution is brought in the name
of the State of Florida. Indictments
shall state that the defendant is
charged by the grand jury of the
county. Informations shall state that
the appropriate prosecuting attorney
makes the charge.

Therefore, a show cause order issued to
initiate indirect criminal contempt proceedings
by judicial authority does not appear to be
contemplated as an appropriate charging
document within the meaning of the speedy
trial rule as previously drafted.

In traditional criminal prosecutions, the
state attorney has discretion in determining

-6-



whether to prosecute an alleged offender
under an explicit, but limited, statutory scheme
defining criminal conduct. A court cannot
order the State to prosecute a crime,
Cleveland v. State, 417 So. 2d 653, 654 (Fla.
1982) (recognizing that “state attorney has
complete discretion in making the decision to
charge and prosecute”); nor may it initiate
habitual offender proceedings, Younrr  v. State,
699 So. 2d 624 (Fla. 1997); or decide if the
State can seek the death penalty. State v.
Bloom, 497 So. 2d 2 (Fla. 1986). Our entire
criminal justice system is built around this
model.

However, in contempt proceedings, all
courts, regardless of the nature of the
proceedin s

f
as civil or criminal, have

discretion without the sanction of the
executive branch, in prosecuting or not
prosecuting alleged contemnors for
misconduct against the court. The
proceeding’s focus is on preservation of
respect for the integrity of the court as an
institution of justice and the enforcement of a
court order, not a criminal prosecution for a
statutory violation brought by the executive
branch through the state attorney.9 The State

HRulc  3.84O(a)  provides  that the  judge “may
issue and sign an order requiring the defendant to
appear helore  the court  lo  show cause why lhc  dclndant
should not  he held in  contempt  of court.”

“This  is not to say that the defendant is without
the suhstantivc  and procedural  r ights at tached to criminal
prosecutions. A review of rule 3.840 reveals lhat llic
dcl’cndant  IIILLS~  hc scrvcd  with an appropriate  charging
document and has the right to hail, arraignment, a
hearing, counsel, and witnesses on his hchalf  and may
also testi&  in his own defense. See also Gidden  v. State,
613 So. 2d 457, 460 (Ha. 1993) (same);  accord
Inknational Union. United Mine Workers of America v.
hewcll,  512 1J.S.  821, 826-27  (1994); Wayne R.
T.aFavc  and Austin W. Scott, Jr., Substantive Criminal
Law, 9 1.7, at 65-66  (1986). We have long held that
criminal cnntcmpt  is a crime. Aaron v. Ytatc,  284 So. 2d

becomes involved, if at all, only at the court’s
invitation and then only as its agent in
upholding the court’s integrity and authority. ‘()
In that situation, the State is not acting in its
independent capacity as the discretionary
enforcer of state law. cf. Comm’n on Ethics
v. Sullivan, 489 So. 2d 10, 12 (Fla. 1986)
(reasoning that inherent in the executive
branch’s power “is the ability to take
authoritative action to fulfill the charge of
faithfully enforcing the laws”); 8 20.02(1), Fla.
Stat. (1997) (providing “[t]he  executive branch
has the purpose of executing the programs and
policies adopted by the Legislature and of
making policy recommendations to the
Legislature”).

We recently reaffIrmed a court’s inherent
contempt powers in Walker v. Bentley, 678
So, 2d 1265 (Fla. 1996). In Walker, we
considered the legislature’s 1994 amendment
to section 741.30, Florida Statutes (1993),

673 (Fla.  1973). We reached that conclusion ul’tcr  not ing
that  the s tatute  which authorized  imprisonment and t ines
for contempt, section 38.22, stated  no  maximum time for
imprisonment. Id.  at 676. In such LI situation, section
775.02, Florida Statutes (I 9731,  provided  tha t
imprisonment could not exceed one year. Since  the
possihlc  maximum punishment for contempt cxcccdcd
six months imprisonment,  WC  concluded that criminal
contempt  was a crime under Floridu  law. kl.  at 676.
Accordingly, we limited Rule of Criminal Procedure
3.%4O(a)(4),  (1968),  which provided  that the judge
dctcrmines  al l  issues of law and fact ,  to si tuations where
sentences ol’lcss  than s ix  months  imprisonment  would hc
imposed  if guilt was found. Icz.  If the  judge contemplates
a greater senk~~e,  a jury must be empaneled lo dclcrminc
guilt or innocence  absent a waiver  01‘ that right. ld. at
676-77. In practical terms,  a ‘Ijudge’s  denial of ti  prc-trial
mot ion  Ibr  t r ia l  by jury wil l  mean that  hc cannot  impose
a sentence of six months’ imprisonment, or grculcr,
should there be a linding  of guilt.” rd.  at 676-77.

’ ‘Rule  3.84O(d)  provides that the  judge may
conduct the  hearing himself  or  “may hc assisted by the
prosecuting  attorney or by an attorney appointed Ibr  that
p-pOSC.”



which created a cause of action for violation of
and provided for the enforcement of
injunctions for protection against domestic
violence. Id. at 1266. The amendment
mandated that a court could only enforce a
violation of a domestic violence injunction
through a civil contempt proceeding, thus
effectively eliminating recourse to indirect
criminal contempt proceedings.’ r Id. On
review, we reaffirmed “that the power of a
court to punish for contempt is an inherent one
that exists independent of any statutory grant
of authority and is essential to the execution,
maintenance, and integrity of the judiciary.”
Id.  at 1267; accord United States v. Hudson &
Goodwin, 11 U.S. (7 Cranch) 32, 34 (1812)
(finding that “[clertain  implied powers
[including contempt] must necessarily result to
our [federal] Courts of justice from the nature
of their institution”). l2

Our opinion in Walker focused on the
court’s inherent contempt powers, not on the
statutory scheme whereby the legislature
purportedly fixed the exclusive sanction for

llSpccifically,  tlic  amcndmcnt  provided:

(S)(a) The court shall enforce,
through a civi l  contempt proceeding,
a violation of an injunction for
protection which is not a criminal
violation under s.  741.3 1.  The  co~Lrt
may enforce the respondent’s
compliance with the injunction by
imposing a  monetary assessment .

& 5 741.30, Pla. Stat. (Supp. 1994).

’ ,“I’he  lJnited  States Supreme Court has
reultinncd the  ldcral  courts’ inherent powers of
contempt on numerous occasions since dectdmg  Hudson
in 1812.  I&,Chamh~rsv.  Nasco.  Inc., 501  U.S. 32,43-
44 (199 1); Younp.  v. United States ex rel. Vuitton ct Fils
S.-A,  48 I IJ.S.  787,798 (1987); Es carte  Robinson, 86
U.S. (19 Wall.) 505, 510 (1874).

violation of a domestic violence injunction. ”
While we acknowledged that the legislature
could set forth or limit by statute the fines and
punishment for contempt, we also found that
any attempt to abolish a court’s inherent
power of contempt violated the separation of
powers doctrine embodied in article IT,  section
3 of the Florida Constitution. Walker, 678 So.
2d at 1267.14

“As  the  Scxond  District observed in Walker  v.
Rcntlcv,  660 So 2d 3 13, 3 18 (Fla. 2d IXA  1995)
(Emphasis added):

lI]t is readily  apparent  that although
the legislature at  one point  purported
to vest  the circuit courts with the
power  of indircxt  criminal contempt to
cnforcc  compliance with a domestic
violence injunct ion,  i ts  a t temnt  to  do
so const i tu ted mere slatLltow

suru-plusaac  hccause  s u c h  c o u r t s
alrcadv  had the inherent  consti tut ional
authoritv,  indcnendent of anv specific
statutory grunt .  to  invoke  th i s  Dower
for willful disobcdicncc  of anv  of their
It follows, therefore, thal  theorders.
legislature had no authori ty at  a  later
point to withdraw the  power of
indirect criminal contempt because  a
power  the legislature cannot confer  in
the  lirst  instance cannot be taken
away.

’ ‘Interestingly,  the  very statute that  exprcsscs
the  legislature‘s intent in criminalizing  domestic violence
draws this distinction Section 74 1.290 1(2), Florida
Statutes (1997),  establishes,  in pertinent  part, that:

It is the intent of the  Ixgislature  that
domestic  violence be trcalcd  a s  a
criminal act rather than a private
matter. For that reason, criminal
prosecution  shall  he the  favored
method of  cnl’orcing  compliance  wi th
injunctions for protection  against
domestic  violence as both length and
,severilty  of scntcnce  for those found to
have committed  the crime of domestic



Further, a respondent in contempt
proceedings is afforded virtually all of the
rights of other criminal defendants and the
proceedings are usually expedited with the
order to show cause itself providing for a
specific trial date. It is also rare, as noted by
Judge Sharp, that a respondent is arrested or
jailed during the pendency of contempt
proceedings. Further, these proceedings
remain under the close supervision of the court
that initiated them. In addition, because the
proceedings are collateral to the principal
matter under consideration, it is in the interest
of all involved to have a prompt resolution of
the contempt issue so that the main
proceedings may be continued without delay.
In sum, then, we find that the protections
already in place to assure an expeditious
resolution of contempt matters are sufficient,
and such proceedings do not require the
additional safeguard of the speedy trial rule.

C O N C L U S I O N
In the final analysis, we uphold the result

of the FiRh  District’s decision in this case. At
the time Washington was arrested, our
criminal rules, including the speedy trial rule,
explicitly applied to criminal contempt
proceedings. In addition, it appears that the

violence can he greater ,  thus
providing greater prott&ion  to victims
and better accountability to
perpetrators.  This provision shall not
prccludc  such enforcement hy the
court through the use of indirect
cr iminal  contempt .

Obviously, the legislature rccogmzcd  the  dift’crcnce
between criminal prosecution by the  State and
enforcement  by the court of its orders via indirect
criminal  contempt proceedings. Our opinion in Walker
certainly underscored  the  distinction hctwccn  thcsc
actions.  Although both are criminal proceedings,  they are
separate and distinct legal  mechanisms  conducted  by
diKerent  branches of government.

State was merely attempting an end run
around the speedy trial rule by seeking
Washington’s prosecution for criminal
contempt. A court’s contempt powers should
not be used as a back-up for the State’s failure
to comply with its obligations under the
speedy trial rule. On the other hand, we do
not believe that the policy concerns that
prompted us to enact the speedy trial rule are
as compelling in traditional judicially initiated
contempt proceedings, For those reasons, we
hold that in the future the speedy trial rule
shall not apply to criminal contempt
proceedings initiated by the court, I5

It is so ordered.

KOGAN,  C.J., SHAW and HARDING, JJ.,
and GRIMES, Senior Justice, concur.
WELLS, J., concurs in part and dissents in
part with an opinion, in which OVERTON, J.,
concurs.

NOT FINAL UNTIL TIME EXPIRES TO
FILE REHEARING MOTION AND, IF
FILED, DETERMMD.

WELLS, J., concurring in part and dissenting
in part.

I concur with the majority opinion to the
extent that it holds that the speedy trial rule
does not apply to indirect criminal contempt.

I dissent from the majority decision and
opinion in all other respects.

I would quash the granting of the writ of
prohibition.

I believe that the majority’s reference to the
right to a speedy trial as a fundamental right is
confusing and erroneous since it is apparently

’ “By  this opinion we direct  the criminal rules
committee of The  Florida 13ar to implement this decision
by draft ing an appropriate provision Ibr  inclus ion in  the
I-tiles.
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referring to the right provided by the speedy
trial rule. This is a procedural right created by
this Court and, as such, is not what can be
correctly referred to as a “fundamental right,”

I do not agree with the majority’s
attributing to the State of an improper motive
in seeking Washington’s prosecution for
criminal contempt, There is no record basis
for that type of comment.

OVERTON, J., concurs.
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